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PRECAPTION 
 
 
Sound-music from outer space. 

 

Electric sound 

 

Original recording of the first atomic experiment in USA 

 

Music of sirens. 

 

Russian Chorus. 

 

Je suis Charlie - original song quotation 

 

The original recording again. 

 

Tyrolean song. 

 

The original recording.  

 

Electric silence. 
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Mud/Elevator/ Suggestion of Mechanical Underground 

 

Now Engines are singing. 

 

Discreet insert of the song We are young.  

 

Continuous sound of Lrad. 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): This is Lrad. 

( voices of demonstrators/ Lrad) 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): This is Lrad. 

 

Idem 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): Like desert wind that rolls on, in search of 

mountains, in search of water. 

Cut. Lrad sound stops. 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): But Lrad doesn’t lead anywhere. 

Sample Lrad. 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): It stays put. 

Idem 

Voice (the DJ’s, with radio filter): Like the system itself, Lrad is silent when 

life cannot be heard anymore. 

Demonstrators. Music. 

Voice (the DJ’s, direct): Why should we see an opposition between life and 

life as a system? Because systems will sometimes oppose one another. In this 

particular case, the system created by man opposes the system created by 

God. 

Classical music. 18th century atmosphere. 

Voices of demonstrators mix with the voice of a DJ in the middle of his 

broadcast.  

DJ ( on the radio): ”...until June 1780, William Blake was going to a store on 

Great Queen Street. There he came across a mob and joined them on their way 

to Newgate Prison. The mob attacked the prison gates with shovels and pickaxes 
and released all the prisoners inside. Blake was in the front rank of the mob. The 
riots continued on several nights after. That caused the creation of the first 
police force in England. 
Electric sound. Return to modern music and the original record of the first 

atomic tests made by the Americans. 

 
TITLE – The Black Bible of William Blake/ The Black Bible of 
William Blak 
Sirens. 
Abrupt stop. 
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Chewing. A Gypsy shouting „Metal scrap!” can be heard from outside the 

window. 

NICHITA(off): I could bet I was going to drill a hole into the wall with that 
stare of mine. Yet I said to myself: I won’t look away. I won’t dare look 
anywhere else. And then, the dumplings.   

 MOTHER:... to live with me?... 
You have to respect dumplings. 

MOTHER:... and bother me day in day out? Pester me? 
 You squash them with the rim of the spoon and put them into your mouth. Then 
you chew...  

MOTHER: I won’t ruin my life now, wiping old people’s asses! 
FATHER: Is it my fault that your mother passed away sooner? 

MOTHER: Why do you mention my mother in our discussion? 
NICHITA (off): Chew, chew.... 

MOTHER: Leave my mother out of our discussion! 
FATHER: But my mother is part of our discussion. D’you know something? 
We simply won’t take my mother to a nursing home, and that’s the end of it! 

NICHITA (off) And you chew, chew... 
MOTHER: Very well! Then take her home. And you take care of her. 

FATHER: That’s a woman’s thing to do. 
NICHITA (off) You chew until you realize that you have been chewing on your 
own tongue for a long while. 

MOTHER: That’s beneath a lady! Somebody has to be paid to do that! 
NICHITA (off): Then you swallow soup. It stings. Still, you won’t look away! 
That fixed spot must be useful somehow! Don’t look away. 

MOTHER: Does she have any money, at least? 
FATHER: She has some. 

MOTHER: Perfect. Then we pay the nursing home from her own money. 
FATHER: You’ll burn in Hell! 

MOTHER: Look who’s suddenly become a good Christian. Did you say Hell? ( 
bursts out laughing) Just look around you. 

Isn’t the soup yummy?? Super-yummy, isn’t it? 
FATHER (chokes) 

MOTHER: Now it sticks in your throat.  
FATHER: You’ve cooked it with love. 

MOTHER: Yeah... With love and with lovage. 
 
 

 
Piano music. 

NICHITA (off): And I realized. That my fixed point is a photo with my 
grandmother in her young age. But I cannot focus. Her face looks ever more like 
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Black William’s face. It happens to me quite frequently, so I started thinking, 
hey, my grandmother looks better like that. They took her to a nursing home. 
 
Some workers try to take the piano out and down the stairs. 

    - Easy! Look out, you’ve scratched it again! It’s 1000 

euros less ... hundred euros... Oh, damned... 

NICHITA (off): I think grandma died because they’re selling the piano. 
WORKERS: Easy! 

I think there’s also been a funeral. I can still feel the taste of that funeral wheat 
porridge, coliva, on my tongue. My grandmother looked like Black Will, I’m 
sorry to say. The piano anyway ... looks like an outerspace creature. It’s old. 
More than a hundred years old...  
 

WORKERS: Hold on to it, hey! 
 
... and nobody ever played it. It was just there. I remember one moment: last 
week, I rushed to answer the cell phone. I kicked the bronze pedal and ... boy, 
thr thing made feel I had toes, right away.  
 

WORKERS: OK, 
leave it like that... 

WORKERS: Don’t 
throw it down! 

Kisses in a club restroom. 

NICHITA: Let me do it! 
SHE: No! 
NICHITA: Come on, please, please, let me do it! 
SHE: Not now! 
NICHITA: Come on... I can’t wait longer, please! 
Someone tries to enter. Knocks on the door. 

NICHITA (loudly): Occupied! (to her) How much more necking? Everyone’s 
done it already! 
SHE: Sweetie, it’s worth waiting, believe me. 
NICHITA: Yes, but it does hurt!  
SHE: People need to come in here. 
NICHITA: To hell with the losers. Take one more gulp and let’s... 
SHE: After... 
NICHITA: Before, after.... doesn’t matter anymore. Thinking how much I’ve 
already drunk and smoked and sniffed ...! I’m bleary-eyed! Really!  I can’t see 
anymore. 
Knocks on the door 

SHE: Let’s go out. 
NICHITA: Let’s, let’s... 
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SHE: Let me tell you something, sweetie. Wait till I get my implants and then I 
sleep with you, OK? That’s a deal! You’re the first on my list! 
 

Insistent knocks on the door. 

 

NICHITA (mumbles): Everybody puts lists together. Knocks on the door . 

Nichita howls. Go shit somewhere else, dammit, losers!!!! 
 

The hand dryer starts. Sound of the door. 

 

Nichita in his room. He sniffs sugar. He turns on the radio. He scans the radio. 

 
Atmosphere of a break in the school yard. Students’ voices . 

GIRL 1: Stop it, girls, you’ve hit my head with the door, stupid! 

GIRL 2: No, we didn’t!... We’ve been waiting for you.  

 

PEANUT: So, who’s on the list? 
NICHITA: Dust...  
PEANUT: Good! He’s going to bring stuff. 
NICHITA: The Captain, sure! 
SCREW: And your Brazilian girl? 
NICHITA: That’s a must. She’s getting herself silicone tits. 
SCREW: Aaaah, so... 
NICHITA: Hello! Hello! You keep off the rum baba! I’m the first... on the list. 
PEANUT: Hey, why? Does she have a list? 
NICHITA: Yes, she does. 
SCREW: Look out! Look out! Head teacher’s coming! 
PEANUT: Shut up, will you? Say! What list?... 
SCREW: Put out that cigarette! 
PEANUT: Not to worry, she smokes too! What list do you mean ? ... 
SCREW: Good stuff!  
NICHITA:  Stop it! Who’s told you? I don’t want them consulting my parents! 
Look, it’s stopped now. 
SCREW: Very good, man!  
NICHITA: What stuff, d’you mean? Shut up, fuck.  
SCREW: Good shit, can’t you see? Look at the joint she’s pulled out! 
NICHITA: Does our head teacher smoke ... grass ????!!! 
 
Allen Ginsberg recites William Blake’s Cradle Song. 

 

DJ: ... and William Blake was reading in his condo in Haarlem. On a summer 
day in `48, Allen Ginsberg was 26 and Blake appeared to him in person. Then 
Ginsberg told friends and family: Wow! I have found God! 
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Cradle Song. 

The music changes abruptly. 

Hi, children. I am DJ Will. Black Will. Well, you can call me Nigger Will, if 
you wish. Nigger Will. (screaming) NIGGGER WILL!  I won’t take offence. 
But don’t repeat it with other people around. Not after you’ve left home, 
anyway. That has to be just between us. Here, everything’s between you and me. 
Right, boys? We’re here to write together the Black Bible of William Black.  
 
Change of music. 

- If we see William Blake 

Oh, my friend, tell me ... What about this name? 
- If we see William Blake 

Tell me, does it ring a bell?  
- ... in a vision. But William Blake cannot see us. This is fiction. It’s a piece 

of fiction. 

 
Nichita and two of his schoolmates, running. 

PEANUT: That way! Run that way! 
NICHITA: Catch him! Punch him! There he is! 
Train in the distance. Panting. 

PEANUT: Oh, he slipped away, man ! 
SCREW: Where is he? 
NICHITA: Where is he? Hey, where is he? 
PEANUT: Where’s he gone? 
NICHITA: My word! Like a bug! 
SCREW: Where? 
PEANUT: Look round the corner, over there, round the corner... 
NICHITA: Run, run, run! Catch him! 
SCREW: Now look at that! Come over here! 
THE VICTIM: No, no, no ... 
SCREW: Come over here, I say! Stay put! Stay! 
NICHITA: Punch him! Punch! Punch! 
PEANUT: Come, come, come... quicker quicker! Hey there, quicker! Before 
someone shows up! 
NICHITA: You! 
SCREW: Yes! I beat him up!  
NICHITA: You, stop! 
NICHITA: My, what are we doing here? 
SCREW: Knocking the guy out. 
NICHITA: He’s not the guy. 
SCREW: What? 
NICHITA: This is not the guy. He’s another.  
PEANUT: How do you know, I couldn’t see his face!  
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NICHITA: Can’t you see he’s white? Stupid! 
SCREW: Stay here... (shouts) You stay here... That’s right, he’s white. 
PEANUT: And what was our guy supposed to be like? 
NICHITA: Brown. 
SCREW (disgusted): Brown? 
PEANUT: Brown? 
SCREW: Let’s run away. Run! Run! 
PEANUT: Hey, run! 
NICHITA: And neither of us looked at his face! 
The victim pants and coughs. Train horn blast.  

 

A door opens. 

NICHITA (off): So ... Let’s see ... let me take it in alphabetical order ... A.  
Alex Peanut.... 
  MOTHER: Niky! Niky! Niky-tiky. 
NICHITA (off): No alphabetical order, dump it! Let me take it the simple way... 
Captain .... 
  MOTHER: Nick’! (approaching) 

NICHITA (off): Dust....(he is writing) Squirrel... No, Squirrel has no Converse, 
he’s out ....(strikes him out) I say ... Who else? 
MOTHER: Nicky!  
NICHITA: Yes. 
Mother opens the door. 

MOTHER: ... How did you do on the geography test ?   
NICHITA: Fine. 
MOTHER: Fine ... What’s that, fine?  
NICHITA: Mother ... the geography test’s next week. 
MOTHER: Isn’t this the fifteenth? 
NICHITA: No. Today’s the 8th. 
MOTHER: The 8th? 
NICHITA: Yes. 
MOTHER: Ah ....(flirtatious) Nicky... what d’you think? Mm? Ach?  
NICHITA: You have been at the hairdresser’s. 
MOTHER: Yes. And so? Do you like it? 
NICHITA: Dark hair, suits you. 
MOTHER: Right? Have a bite to eat ? 
NICHITA: I won’t eat after seven. 
MOTHER: Same here. Jesus, Nicky, everything puts on weight. Everything! 
What are you working on? 
NICHITA: Chemistry. 
MOTHER: Good luck! 
NICHITA: Thanks. 
MOTHER: Well ... if you need anything...  
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NICHITA: OK....  
MOTHER:You find Mommy in the dining room ...  dining rooooom... 
NICHITA: Shut the door! 
MOTHER: OK. OK. 
Door is being shut.   

TV turned on. One can hear the music of a soap. 

NICHITA: Chemistry is an idea ... Let’s see about chemistry (puts angel dust 

on the guest list and sniffs. ) Good stuff! 
Mother, in the next room, uncorks a wine bottle. 

Awf’ly good! So, the list... who the hell do I really want to invite for my 
birthday? Dust for sure, he’ll bring goodies ... Captain, Peanut, the Brazilian 
Girl... Let’s have also Squirrel though ... 
 
Marilyn Manson recites some of William Blake’s Proverbs of Hell. 

In seed time learn, in harvest teach, in winter enjoy. 
  Drive your cart and your plough over the bones of the dead. 

  The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom. 
 

 Manson’s voice via radio loudspeaker. 

 Nichita moves around his room. 

  Prudence is a rich, ugly old maid courted by Incapacity. 
 

DJ (on the radio): OK. Good, good... .  I am Will ( change of music) Ah, I am 
sorry, friends, I  have introduced myself. Will. I have introduced myself. Ah! I 
didn’t put it right. Nigger Will. Nigger Will. 
DJ ( from the radio station): NIGGER WILL! ( Music) Why do you listen to the 
words of a nigger, hm? The words of a darkie? Why don’t you turn off your 
fucking radios? ( Stop music) Come on! Turn off the radio, I can see you! I can 
see you! (He whistles) Come on, do it! (Change of music) You haven’t turned it 
off! Got you! You are still around, I know it. But do you know how I know? Are 
you still here? Nevertheless? I know. Because I can feel you. I  can feel you 
there. Being silent. Look at them, how silent they are in their rooms. Your 
rooms, losers, with posters on the walls. And porn mags under the bed. I’ve 
caught you, guys. I’ve caught you, man. It’s under the bed.  Go ahead, pull it 
out, just like that... Come on, don’t hide! Don’t be shy! Take one of those porn 
magazines... I mean, let’s take together one of those magazines ... Good... We 
open it nicely at ... the favourite page... I know you have a favourite page 
’cause... 
I too have a favourite page. Now look at it! Look thoroughly! What is she like? 
Wow... What is she like? Your girls will never ever look like that, understood? 
Never! Do you know why? Do you know why? Because you don’t go the hell 
out of here! 
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Metro 

Manson, The nakedness of woman is the work of God! 

 

 

Frogs. Voices in the distance. The two kiss. 

NICHITA: I love you 
SHE: I love you too. 
NICHITA: You are the most important person ... 
SHE: Stop pulling up my skirt! 
NICHITA: I’m serious, you’re very important... 
SHE: I’m cold! 
NICHITA: Please, let’s... 
SHE: I’ve told you. After. 
Nichita opens a juice can. 

NICHITA (has had enough insisting): When’re you going to get the fucking 
implants?  
SHE: Next month. 
NICHITA (lights a cigarette): Want some? 
SHE: Mhm... 
NICHITA: You won’t have any, no more, you don’t deserve it. 
SHE: Please! 
NICHITA: You don’t deserve it, I say! 
SHE: Pleeeaaase give it to me! 
NICHITA: Are you coming to my birthday party? 
SHE: Yes. 
NICHITA: OK, here you are. 
Both of them smoke. 
SHE: Listen...  
NICHITA: Hm? 
SHE: What do you like about me?  
NICHITA: Pardon? 
SHE: What do you like about me?  
NICHITA tries to say something. 

SHE: If you say ”my eyes”, I’ll kill you. 
Nichita remains silent. 

SHE: Tell me! 
NICHITA: Now I’m afraid. 
SHE: Come on, tell me! 
NICHITA: Allright. 
Silence. 

SHE: Please! 
NICHITA: I like it that you look like you’ve come from another planet. 
SHE: Beg your pardon? What other planet? 
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NICHITA: I don’t know. That’s why. 
SHE: I don’t get it. 
NICHITA: Well, that’s how it is. 
SHE: Are you kidding me?  
NICHITA: And, I mean: I’m afraid you’ll go back there. 
SHE: When? 
NICHITA: Any moment. Even now. So I’d be only left with my Coca-Cola and 
my joint. 
SHE: And what would you do? 
NICHITA: If that were to happen? 
SHE: Yeah ... 
NICHITA (seriously): I’d cry... I think I’d cry.... that would mean for me to die 
a virgin.  
SHE: Silly you! 
(They break out laughing) 

NICHITA: Smoke some more?  
SHE: Oh, leave me alone! 
 

Jingle. Applause. On TV, entertainment broadcast. Enthusiastic presenter. 

PRESENTER: Ladies and Gentlemen, this is an exceptional evening!  

MOTHER (slightly tipsy): Some more wine? 
 

PRESENTER (on TV): I’d like to introduce the finalists of our competition! 
 

FATHER: No, thanks, I still have some. 
Meowing. 

PRESENTER: .. SPECIAL!...because, ladies and gentlemen, nothing will be 

ever the same ( the Presenter continues)  

MOTHER: Can you hear me? 
FATHER: Yes ... 
MOTHER: I asked you whether you can still remember the joke. 
FATHER (uninterested): Yes, what joke? 
MOTHER: Well... tshk! tshk! (Tongue in cheek) In our day ... 
FATHER: What do you mean, in our day ?  
MOTHER: In the beginning ... 
FATHER: Get out of my way, please, I can’t see. Now, will you give me a 
break! 
PRESENTER: That’s it! That’s it! Winner of the evening! Incre-di-ble! What 

an hour! What moments we live together! FAAAANtastic! Faaaan... 
Mother turns off TV. 

MOTHER: Can you hear me? (she drinks) 

Bottle on the table, 

FATHER: I go to bed. 
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MOTHER: You keep going to bed, you sleep all the time, you sleep off your 
life, that’s what you do... 
FATHER: What would you like me to do? 
MOTHER: Well, something! Do something! So we wouldn’t die of boredom, 
see? 
FATHER: I’m bored. Look, you’ve drunk too much. 
MOTHER: Leave my wine there! Don’t touch my wine!  
FATHER: That’s my wine. I have bought it. 
MOTHER: Doesn’t matter! Half of it is mine ... 
FATHER: You have already drunk your half! Done ... 
MOTHER: And the other half – I’ll borrow it from you. Give me some. Here, 
give it to me! 
FATHER: OK, take your half.  I go to bed. 
MOTHER: Go to... You won’t go anywhere! You just won’t go, I have started, 
see! 
FATHER: Tell me that fucking joke, at last! 
Pause. 

MOTHER: I’ve forgotten it. 
FATHER: Then, why do you keep me awake? 
(Footsteps) 

MOTHER: Nichita! Nichita, where do you go, my little Nichita ... Do 
something, else he leaves!  Do something! Look! 
FATHER: Leave him alone! Let him go! Go, man, go! 
Nichita opens the door. 

NICHITA: I go to the store. (He closes the door.) 

MOTHER: Here you have it. He’s gone. See? He’s left. Where are you? 
(Father does not answer) He went to bed. ( She pours herself another glass of 

wine ) Now the house is quiet at least. Quiet. (Turns on the TV.) 

PRESENTER: Ladies and gentlemen, let’s not forget that this sensational 

evening has been made possible by a sensational detergent! I’d like to ask you 

to keep in mind one thing now, when you go to sleep! Do keep the Februus 

detergent bleach in your mind, in your heart and in your lives at all times! Use 

Februus, an angelic product, a divine product named after the Roman god of 

purity. Therefore wash your dirty laundry at home, with FEBRUUUS!!! 
 
Metro. Attention please, doors closing! 

 

Club. Karaoke. 

Club DJ: Great, aplause, Mojo! The following piece is  We are young!  
Nichita prepares himself counting at the microphone: Two, two... two, two ... 

He starts singing. 

 

Electric sound effect. The outerspace sounds of the Precaption are resumed. 
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One can hear the original melody, reworked. 

 

In the car, Nichita and two colleagues. One of them lies on the back seats and 

keeps moaning. 

NICHITA: Fasten my seat belt for me, please! 
PEANUT: To hell with the seat belt! Speed on! 
NICHITA: I can’t. We’re already over the limit. 
PEANUT: To hell with the limit! Can’t you see what he’s doing there?  
NICHITA: Don’t let him throw up on the seat covers. My father’ll kill me! 
Sudden car break. 

PEANUT: Go! What are you doing? 
NICHITA:  A cat was crossing in front. 
PEANUT: You should’ve run over it. 
NICHITA: Aren’t you a dick? 
PEANUT: Just have a look, he may be dying! 
NICHITA: What did he take? 
PEANUT: I don’t know. He mixed his stuff. 
NICHITA: Fuck it. 
Moan. 

PEANUT: Where the hell is that hospital? 
NICHITA:  Look for it on the GPS. 
Moan. 

PEANUT: No power in it. 
NICHITA: That’s really bad, man. 
PEANUT: Stay, stay... Go, now! This way. 
NICHITA: What shall I do now? What? 
PEANUT: Enter! Enter! 
NICHITA: You’re crazy! The police’s going to get us! 
PEANUT: Come on, man, enter! 
The car drives near and stops. Car doors. Peanut pulls the boy out and lays him 

down.  

NICHITA: What are you doing there? 
PEANUT: There, go-, go! 
NICHITA: What are you doing? 
PEANUT: Let’s get going! 
The car accelerates suddenly. The boy vomits on cement. Steps approach. The 

boy is being lifted. 

Seat belt signal in the car. 

PEANUT: They went and took him. 
NICHITA: Done, come now, they’ve taken him. 
PEANUT: It’s OK! 
NICHITA: Do you think they’ve seen our license plate? 
PEANUT: I don’t know. When are you 18? 
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NICHITA: Next month. 
Pause. 

NICHITA: D’you think he died? 
PEANUT: I don’t know. I don’t think so. 
NICHITA: Have you ever seen anyone dead? 
PEANUT: Yes, I have. My grandfather. 
NICHITA: And what’s it like? 
PEANUT:  Like sleeping. 
NICHITA: So, it’s O.K. 
ALUNĂ: It’s O.K. Let’s have a beer. 
NICHITA: Just one. Tomorrow I have to get up early. 
ALUNĂ: Well, it’s four in the morning. 
NICHITA: Right. 
 

Sound of coffin lid. Baroque music. 

 

NICHITA (off): My grandmother’s coffin could be filled with anything. Has 
anyone checked what was in there? I think the whole thing was rather fishy. 
That black shiny thing with its lid on, I guess they were up to some farce. 
Pigeons, Orthodox funeral mass. Rain. 

We are the only ones around here. The three of us and three much older women. 
That’s what happens when you die too late. Among your last friends. The coffin 
is new! Like some prop. 
Electric field.  

I imagine it’s full of weapons. 
Baroque music. 

Used in traffic. Tonight, a gang of dangerous boys will dig grandmother’s grave 
open and will take the weapons out. And the priest? He seemed suspicious to me 
from the beginning. Is the priest involved as well? 
Elevator. Stops. 

 
School corridor. During the break.. 

NICHITA: Is he dead? 
PEANUT: No, he’s in a coma. More or less the same. 

A girl in the corridor: Time is money! 

NICHITA: Shit. 
PEANUT: I got myself an XBox..... are you going to come? 
NICHITA: Let me see if I can get away from home. 
SCREW: You’re able to come up with something, as always. 
NICHITA: Stop it, else I punch your head off, Screw! What class do we have 
now? 
SCREW: Religion. 
NICHITA:  Come on, tell me straight.  
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SCREW: I told you straight. 
NICHITA:  They’re supposed to take us to church. 
PEANUT: Yes, they’re going to give us a teaspoonful of wine... 
NICHITA: Sure. Priests are known to be stingy. We’ll do our best to go home 
with full demijohns. 
PEANUT:  Hey, buddy, will you come and take me? 
NICHITA: At 7? Yes. 
PEANUT: OK. 
SCREW: OK. 
NICHITA: Bye! 
 
Rain. Musical accord. 

Nichita’s laughter. 

Atmosphere of a vigil. 

I surely smoked too much. I feel strangely irritable. It’s for the first time that it’s 
quiet in this house and I feel like starting to do some work. Slowly! Slowly! 
Gently, gently! Mother! She got tipsy again. Father smokes on the corridor and 
the two old women chew at the funeral wheat porridge with their toothless jaws. 
It’s not worth being the dead one for such a gathering. 

MOTHER (voice effect on the telephone) : Nichita, you’ve drunk too much. 
NICHITA ( direct and voice on telephone): Mother...excuse me, but you’re 

tanked. 
MOTHER (voice effect on the telephone): Me? Maybe... so... You can’t 

understand ... in these circumstances... this Hell that I lived in... the Hell... 
NICHITA (off): Hell? I’ve found it well enough, mom. Here! Hold on, I’m 

supporting you. I know what it feels like. To be completely out of it. It happens 
best when you’ve drunk, or you’ve smoked way too much, cigarettes with pills, 
whatever. Having fun, really. You look at me as if I was still 10. Even then, I 
used to know more than you thought.  

MOTHER ( voice effect on telephone): Mommy’s kid ... Mommy’s little boy... 
He’ll never forgive me. Father... will leave home. 

NICHITA (direct and voice on telephone): No matter. Men are the ones who 
leave first, as a rule. The true wars are carried on by women and children. 

NICHITA (off, laughter): I don’t know why I said that. I’m high. Stoned 
(Laughter) Totally stoned ... (change of music) ...that I can only see the room in 
black and white.  

MOTHER (voice effect on the telephone): War? There’s been peace, since the 
Second World War... 

NICHITA (off):  Peace? But Africa? Vietnam, Iran, Irak, Ukraine, well ... not 
easy to summarize. Now really, mom, what’s the matter with your generation, I 
wonder. You’re so naive! You don’t have the right instincts for this world, as it 
is now. Deceptive and cynical. I don’t know why this happens, (effect) but you 
don’t seem to be aware at all.  
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Doves. Change of music. Instruments being tuned. 

 

MOTHER (voice effect on telephone): We shouldn’t have given the piano 
away. They wanted it for the window and now it’s empty inside. Gutted. 

They’ve only kept its case. We shouldn’t have given the piano away... 
NICHITA (off): Did the piano end up in the fire? Never mind. New times ask 
for new instruments.  
Metro arriving in station. 

We are young - Nichita’s karaoke singing of the melody. 

Metro. A voice sings a capella ( verse adapted from William Blake- The little 

Boy Lost) 

 

 

Father, father, where are you going? 

Oh do not walk so fast! 

Speak, father, speak to your little boy, 

Or else I shall be lost.' 

 

The night was dark, no father was there, 

The child was wet with dew; 

The mire was deep, and the child did weep, 

And away the vapour flew. 

 

Siren. 

Music.  

 

DJ: An Angel came and told me:”Pathetic, mindless young boy! Look at 
yourself, at your miserable condition! Look at the tower of flames that you have 
prepared for your own Eternity!” Note: the Angel who turned into a Devil is my 
special friend. We’ve often read the Bible together in its infernal, diabolical 
meaning. And that’s the sense that the world will receive, if they behave in the 
proper way. 
I have also The Bible of Hell, which the world shall have whether they will or 
no. 
One Law for the Lion & Ox is Oppression. 
My friend says. Will Black’s friend. Sounds familiar? 
 

Car horn. Outdoor. Street. 

SCREW: How are you in this cold, man? 
NICHITA: I went out to buy something. 
SCREW: Are you sweating, what the hell’s the matter with you? 
NICHITA: Yes .... I’m not well. 
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SCREW: What are you carrying there? Let me help. 
NICHITA:  No need to. It’s O.K. 
SCREW: Let me hold it! Let me!  
NICHITA: Don’t touch it! Leave me alone! 
SCREW: Alright... alright... I won’t touch anything. Chill out! 
NICHITA: I’m sorry... I’m... leaving... 
SCREW: Hey, are you OK? You! 
NICHITA: We are OK. 
SCREW: Bye! 
 
Nichita can be heard in his room. 

DJ ( on the radio): I’ve caught sight of you in the street today. Both of you, 
kids. Losers, with your pimples and all. Hiding in your hipster hoodies. With 
your headphones stuck in your ears. And that mechanical music to break your 
eardrums. I’ve seen you sitting at the metro. Let me tell you something. There is 
a world around you. But you are not part of it. Losers! Losers, when are you 
going to go out, out to the streets? 
Nichita switches to another channel. There is a hip hop song, a Romanian hit: 

I wasn’t born in the right place. 

Musical accent. 

Nichita leaves the room.  

MOTHER: Where are you going? 
NICHITA: Down to the basement. 
Mother opens a bottle of wine. 

Door. 

The music evolves. Door open in the basement. Steps of passers-by. 

Nichita is in the basement. 

NICHITA (off): All one can see from here are legs.  
DJ: Why are you such losers? 

The legs of the passers-by. 
DJ: Why are you such losers? 

I could design my life’s diagram from the moments when I pass by my windows 
DJ: I’ll tell you why. Out of fear  

and I am not mistaken about it. 

 
DJ: fear, fear, fear 

 

Because they are good people. Kind-hearted christians. They do everything as 
they were told to. Without being aware that they live other people’s lives. The 
lives of their parents and of their parents’ parents. Never their personal life. 
Never the life that they were born for. 
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DJ: If you were to leave your dens at a point, the dens that you call your rooms, 
if you stopped living off your parents, if you decided indeed to be the people of 
this ... shitty society. Ah... U-huh. Did you say it’s shitty ? It is shitty. OK. I ask 
you: what can be done? 
 
NICHITA: People tend to go down the same streets. Go down the same street 
home. The same street to their office. They tend to make the same choices as 
their parents or their friends did. În general, habit guarantees a good outcome. 
What is the done thing is good, what is not the done thing is bad. 

DJ: Soldiers, prepare! Our cause is Heaven's cause./ Soldiers, prepare!/ to meet 

our fathers in the sky. / Prepare, O troops, that are to fall to-day!/ Prepare, 

prepare! 

He imitates a machine gun. 

Prepare! 

He imitates a machine gun and diabolical laughter. 

Metallica on the radio. Nichita, a presence in his room. 

NICHITA (off): I imagined there would be a day. 
A day when I meet God. And he wouldn’t have the face of Buddhist monks, nor 
of  Woodstock suckers. No. He would have the face of a savage black man who 
has just shattered the chains of his slavery. The impetus of the battle and the 
light of victory blend on his face. He has blood on his hands and at his ankles, 
from the iron. He won’t recognize me.  
In the dining room, Mother watches a soap opera. Nichita opens the door.  

Metallica continues to be heard in the background. 

MOTHER: Nichita? Nichita, are you here? 
NICHITA: We’ll have to be introduced to one another. 
Mother’s shriek. 

Gun shot.  

The sound of the soap opera rises, the characters shout histerically. 

Door. Nichita exits. 

 

Street atmosphere. 

A gipsy woman: Cigarettes for sale! Cigarettes for sale! 

 

Various telephone signals. Cell phone games. 

Presidents of different countries express their apologies. 

Somebody plays Candy Crash in the background. 

Skype connecting and disconnecting. 

Musical accent. 
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Click of a cigarette lighter.  

Metro at high speed. 

NICHITA (off): Why did he do that? Why? That’s the only question I’m going 
to leave behind. It’s the question without an answer that I’ll ask fate. Death 
cleans things up. It doesn’t ask your permission. People don’t understand that 
there is way too much talking. Politicians talk, teachers talk, kids talk among 
them. All idle words, no aim, no sense, no consequence. Writing has also 
become talk. Talk on facebook, talk on twitter, without any consequence. 
Words, words, words. SILENCE!  
 
Gun shot. 

Shouts. 

More gun shots. 

Music and opera voice ( verse adapted from William Blake ) 

 

I’m looking back, mother, 

On the long course of my life  

The only certainty is death 

God, a mere shadow 

The only certainty is death 

God, a mere shadow 

The Black Angel accompanies your flight 

My eyes cannot to reach Paradise 

My body is drained of all blood 

My speech is drowned in the well 

My body is drained of all blood 

My speech is drowned in the well 

 

Outdoor atmospere. Airplane in the distance. 

NICHITA: Let me complete that list for my birthday at last! I’m too much of a 
loafer. I put things off every day. Who can really focus in that noise? With all 
that milling around? Now at last it’s quiet. ( He takes a sheet of paper ) Good ... 
let’s see ... The Captain, Peanut, Dust, the Brazilian girl of course.  
Airplane closes in. 

We are in the airplane. Voice of the pilot. 

Accent. 

DJ: This is Lrad. Lrad is sound violence. (accent Lrad) Our voices cannot reach 
their hearing. (accent Lrad and music) Not even Wagner’s loud music can catch 
one’s attention as much as the start of an Lrad. Politics is everywhere. (final 

music. Interior of an airplane.) The earphones that seal off all exterior noise will 
deliver their own message: a typical businessman, Caucasian, travels a lot and 
will cover his ears with earphones. The surrounding world is annihilated. The 
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businessman will be efficient at work and thus secure the discrete global capital 
flows. 
Airplane. Mud. Elevator. Engines stopping. In the distance, We are young – 

an adapted variant. 

Lrad. 

 

End 

 


